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(7 x 5 x 0.5 Inches) Imaginez-vous perdu dans le d??sert, loin de tout lieu habit??, et face ?? un

petit gar??on tout blond, surgi de nulle part. Si de surcro??t ce petit gar??on vous demande avec

insistance de dessiner un mouton, vous voil?? plus qu'??tonn?? ! ?? partir de l??, vous n'aurez plus

qu'une seule interrogation : savoir d'o?? vient cet ??trange petit bonhomme et conna??tre son

histoire. S'ouvre alors un monde ??trange et po??tique, peupl?? de m??taphores, d??crit ?? travers

les paroles d'un "petit prince" qui porte aussi sur notre monde ?? nous un regard tout neuf, empli de

na??vet??, de fra??cheur et de gravit??. Tr??s vite, vous d??couvrez d'??tranges plan??tes,

peupl??es d'hommes d'affaires, de buveurs, de vaniteux, d'allumeurs de r??verb??res. Cette

??vocation onirique, ?? laquelle participent les aquarelles de l'auteur, a tout d'un parcours

initiatique, o?? l'enfant apprendra les richesses essentielles des rapports humains et le secret qui

les r??git : "On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur, l'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux." Oeuvre

essentielle de la litt??rature, ce livre de Saint-Exup??ry est un ouvrage que l'on aura ?? coeur de

raconter ?? son enfant, page apr??s page, histoire aussi de red??couvrir l'enfant que l'on ??tait

autrefois, avant de devenir une grande personne
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"Delineated with a delicate touch, the paper engineering adds a new dimension to this wistful fairy

tale without overpowering it, enhancing the story s subtleties and echoing its sense of

wonder."--School Library Journal"This lovely edition boasts the complete original text and

illustrations that are also a delight for the eyes."--Entertainment WeeklyÃ‚Â "While a pop-up edition

of de Saint-Exupery's enduring tale may initially seem like a gimmick, the resulting volume is a

beautiful piece of bookmaking that actually extends the classic story ...Ã‚Â this unabridged volume

offers a creative, accessible entree to the timeless story."--BooklistÃ‚Â "The pleasing visual effects

are subtle, but add an appropriate sense of magic." --Publishers Weekly

Text: French --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

This is a beautiful reading in French of the famous story on CD. The French actors reading the

various parts use expression and make the story come alive. They read fast but it is fun to read

along with them and hear the correct pronunciation of the words if you already own a copy of the

book in French. It is inspiring to hear such confident native speakers. I think this is an excellent

learning tool for studying and learning French. If you are a beginning or intermediate student of

French, you will know most of the vocabulary but may not how to say the words in seamless

sentences like this. After hearing this read a few times, I think you will have learned the French

pronunciation and want to hear other French stories on CD as it is much more entertaining to hear

the story than just reading the story by yourself. I ordered this CD from the Librairie

FranÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â§aise in New York and got really fast personal service. The agent walked my order to

the post office the same day as my order and I got it the next day.

the book i keep hearing about when I first started learning French.. took me a couple of tries but its

well worth the effort I'm gonna read it again just because :)

. . . what a classic!I was first introduced to this story in middle-school. I'll freely admit that I was not

the best French student -- and even though I passed my graduate reading exam in French for an

MA, my French is still not that strong.Fine. Read the book in English, if your French isn't that good!

(Preferably the FIRST English edition, not the "updated" version!)This is a beautiful and poignant

story which will resonate with all but the hardest of hearts. I wish to visit Asteroid B-612!

This edition of the book is wonderful. The images are in full color, as created by the author. I



ordered four copies of this edition to teach my small class of French IV students. They are loving the

story and the complex lessons taught. The author states that he doesn't want the book to be read

lightly by "les grandes personnes" so this is taught with a historical, philosophical and religious

emphasis. Read in French or in English, it is a perfect story for all ages.

Love this story so much. Learning french, so I thought it would be fun to read it in the original

language.

So excited to read Le Petite Prince in the original French with my baby daughter. I somehow never

read this growing up and heard everyone rave about it once I was an adult. Now I see what all the

fuss is about. It's fantastic! And the illustrations are so lovely. I was surprised at how much text there

is. Being a children's book, I was thinking it would be more like Dr. Suess in length, but it is actually

a wonderful children's novel, which is great both because of how good it is and because it gives

more opportunity for practicing French with my daughter who I want to be a polyglot.

It's a book that I would use to introduce children to philosophy. It covers what it means to be a

friend, what home means, what it means to tame an animal.. and so much more. It doesn't outright

ask these questions or provide answers to them but broaches the thoughts in such a way that

invites you think about it for years to come. In fact, I recommend revisiting it yourself from time to

time.

Of course it gets 5 stars, such an amazing little tale.
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